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Biophysical studies have been carried out on a family of asymmetric guanidinium-based diaromatic
derivatives to assess their potential as DNA minor groove binding agents. To experimentally assess the
binding of these compounds to DNA, solution phase biophysical studies have been performed. Thus,
surface plasmon resonance, UV-visible spectroscopy and circular and linear dichroism have been
utilized to evaluate binding constants, stoichiometry and mode of binding. In addition, the
thermodynamics of the binding process have been determined by using isothermal titration calorimetry.
These results show significant DNA binding affinity that correlates with the expected 1 : 1 binding ratio
usually observed for minor groove binders. Moreover, a simple computational approach has been
devised to assess the potential as DNA binders of this family of compounds.

Introduction
The inhibition of gene expression by small molecules has been
an active field of research for over three decades.1,2 Thus, small
molecules capable of targeting DNA have been pursued for their
potential therapeutic use in the treatment of several diseases
such as cancer, parasitic diseases or viral infections.1,3,4 It is
widely accepted that small planar molecules with a crescent
shape can bind to the DNA minor groove by means of van der
Waals contacts, hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions. Naturally
occurring netropsin and distamycin and the synthetic derivative
furamidine are good examples of these minor groove binders that,
showing AT-sequence selectivity, can act as drugs by their targeting
to DNA.1,2,5–7

Bis-amidine type minor groove binders are known to show
antimicrobial and antiparasitic activities.8 For example, a prodrug
of furamidine (Fig. 1),9 is currently in phase III against human
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Fig. 1 Furamidine and asymmetric guanidine/2-aminoimidazolinium derivatives previously prepared in our group.

African trypanosiomiasis (HAT) and P. jiroveci, and findings by
our group have shown that bis-guanidine-like derivatives (espe-
cially bis-(2-aminoimidazoline) diphenyl compounds) displayed
potent antitrypanosomal activity in vitro and in vivo against T. b.
rhodesiense, the causative agent of acute HAT.10,11 In addition,
pentamidine and bis-amidine derivatives of bis-benzimidazole
analogues have found application as antibacterials/antimicrobials
in the treatment of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia12 or as anti-
MRSA and anti-VRE agents.13

We have recently reported the preparation of a series of asym-
metric diaromatic guanidinium/2-aminoimidazolinium deriva-
tives (1 to 8 in Fig. 1), which show some structural similarities
with furamidine (Fig. 1).14 By varying the functional group
connecting the two aromatic moieties (X in Fig. 1) it was possible
to investigate the influence of the structural changes on the ability
to form optimum hydrogen bonds between the cationic functional
groups and the DNA bases. In addition, the influence of the
cations on minor groove binding was also analysed by considering
both guanidinium and 2-aminoimidazolinium groups. In this
previous study, we evaluated the affinity of these compounds
for DNA by means of DNA denaturation experiments with
both random sequence (42% CG) DNA (salmon sperm) and AT
specific polynucleotides [poly(dA·dT)2 and poly(dA)·(dT)] which
are known to possess a narrower minor groove.14 In general, the
increments in DNA denaturation temperature (DTm) obtained
indicated strong binding to DNA, especially for those compounds
with a NH or a CO groups linking the phenyl rings (compounds
5 and 7 respectively). However, other aspects of these interactions
such as binding constants, mode of binding or thermodynamics
of the process remained to be explored. Thus, in this article
we present the results obtained from a range of biophysical
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techniques such as biosensor-surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
UV spectroscopy and circular dichroism (CD) to investigate
the binding strength, isothermal calorimetry (ITC) to deduce
the thermodynamic parameters and linear dichroism (LD) to
confirm the mode of binding. In addition, a simple ligand-based
computational approach to predict the binding of these molecules
is presented.

Results and Discussion

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

SPR has become an excellent method to quantitatively assess
the real-time binding of small molecules to macromolecules such
as DNA or specific oligonucleotides providing accurate binding
constants. In the present study, the hairpins shown in Scheme 1
have been used to determine the binding.

Representative sensorgrams for strong (5) and weak (1) binding
compounds to the AATT hairpin are shown in Fig. 2 on the same
scale together with their fits. The sensorgrams of 5 and 1 in Fig. 2
(upper) show rapid kinetics of association and dissociation from
low to high concentrations. This indicates that the compounds
can enter and exit the minor groove with a relatively low energy
barrier.

Since the compounds have similar molecular weights, they
should give the same response (RU) for similar binding at the same
concentration. However, the sensorgram obtained for compound
1 (Fig. 2, upper right) shows very small increments indicating poor
binding. The constants for binding of all compounds (1 to 8) to

Scheme 1

the three DNA hairpin duplexes in Scheme 1 were determined by
plotting the steady-state response values versus the concentration
of the free compounds and fitting as described in the Experimental
section. The results obtained are presented in Table 1.

In general, larger binding constant values are obtained in
the interactions with AATT than with TTAA. Exceptions are
compound 1 with similar small values (indicating poor binding in
both cases), and compounds 4 and 7 with TTAA binding constant
values double than the corresponding AATT ones (still small
values indicative of relatively weak interactions). The compound
with stronger binding to AATT is 5 (with the NH linker) with a
3-fold AATT/TTAA selectivity. The compound with the largest
selectivity for AATT oligonucleotide is compound 3 (X = O) with
a 7-fold ratio and good binding. Compounds 2 (X = CH2CH2)
and 6 (X = piperazine) even though showing a medium binding
strength exhibit a good 4- and 3-fold selectivity for AATT.

The SPR and DTm values were obtained at different salt
concentrations (92 and 0 mM NaCl, respectively) but qualitative
comparison of these binding constants with the DTm values
previously reported by us using poly(dA)·poly(dT) (Table 1)14

shows that similar trends are observed, the best agreement found
between DTm and the AATT binding constants.

Fig. 2 Sensorgrams for the interaction of 5 (upper left) and 1 (upper right) with the AATT hairpin, and in the bottom the fits of 5 (circles) and 1
(squares).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Org. Biomol. Chem., 2010, 8, 5558–5567 | 5559
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Table 1 Binding constants (M-1) obtained from SPR experiments for all compounds and AATT, TTAA and CG hairpins. The corresponding DTm (!C)
values in poly(dA)·poly(dT)14 are shown for comparison

Compd. X DTm (!C)a poly(dA)·poly(dT) KAATT ¥105 (M-1) KTTAA ¥105 (M-1) KCG ¥105 (M-1)

1 CH2 17.2 0.49 0.50 !1
2 CH2CH2 29.0 2.90 0.75 !1
3 O 25.3 4.70 0.67 !1
4 S 23.0 1.20 2.40 1.80
5 NH 35.1 6.40 2.40 !1
6 Piperazine 31.1 2.00 0.80 !1
7 CO 32.0 2.70 4.60 3.60
8 NHCONH 30.0 1.30 0.65 !1

a Bp/D = 3. Poly(dA)·poly(dT) melting temperature in MES buffer (10 mM) is 43 !C without added NaCl. The binding constants are the primary binding
constants (K1) and were collected with 92 mM NaCl.

Next, to assess the selectivity of these compounds for AT
sequences and, therefore, for the minor groove, SPR experiments
with a CG oligonucleotide were performed. Interestingly, most
of the compounds show very poor binding constants with the
CG oligonucleotides indicating preference for AT sequences and
therefore for the minor groove, as with furamidine (Fig. 1).
However, compounds 7 (X = CO) and 4 (X = S) exhibited
unexpected affinity for the CG oligonucleotide (Table 1). SPR
experiments with compound 4 do not show any strong binding
to unspecific or AT type DNA and thus these SPR results
seems to confirm that this compound is unspecific binding to
DNA. However, compound 7 shows a larger K value for CG
than for AATT and lower than for TTAA. This is a surprising
result since structurally, compound 7, seems to be a minor groove
binder and it is generally assumed that a good interaction with
CG sequences is characteristic of intercalators.

The interesting SPR results obtained for derivatives 5 (strongest
binder) and 7 (CG binding preference) indicate that the DNA
binding of these two compounds (mode, strength, thermodynamic
parameters) deserves further investigation. Moreover, considering
that the UV spectra of these compounds (5, lmax = 296 nm; e =
25,640 M-1cm-1 and 7, lmax = 294 nm; e = 17,170 M-1cm-1), shows
that they are the only two molecules possessing absorption bands
outside the spectral range of DNA lmax = 260 nm, a deeper analysis

into their DNA binding can be performed with those techniques
based on UV detection, such as UV titrations.

UV-Visible Spectroscopy

UV titrations with natural DNA and poly(dA·dT)2 were carried
out for compounds 5 and 7 by adding increasing aliquots of DNA
[salmon sperm or poly(dA·dT)2] solutions to a fixed concentration
(1.6 mM) of each compound. Thus, aliquots of a 2 mM natural
DNA solution were added to the solution of compound 5
and a small hypochromic effect was observed indicating the
disappearance of the free molecule. That was accompanied by
a bathochromic shift showing the formation of a new DNA-
ligand species (Fig. 3a). To assess the sequence selectivity of
this compound, the experiment was repeated with poly(dA-dT)2

(Fig. 3b). A large bathochromic shift was observed along with the
formation of a new band at 323 nm indicating the formation of the
new DNA-5 complex. This new band is better defined than in the
titration with natural DNA consistent with 5 displaying a higher
affinity for the poly(dA-dT)2 oligonucleotide.

Similarly, the corresponding absorption spectra obtained by
adding aliquots of the natural DNA solution to compound 7
were recorded until saturation was observed (Fig. 3c). A small
hypochromic effect and a slight bathochromic shift were observed

Fig. 3 UV titrations of compound 5 (X = NH,1.6 mM) with (a) (0–31.25 mM) salmon sperm DNA and with (b) (0–31.25 mM) poly(dA·dT)2 and of
compound 7 (X = CO, 1.6 mM) with (c) (0–31.25 mM) salmon sperm DNA and (d) (0–31.25 mM) poly(dA·dT)2 working from a Bp/D 0–15.
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Fig. 4 Subtraction plots of the UV titration of 1.6 mM compound 5 (X = NH) with (0–31.25 mM) salmon sperm DNA [(a) left] and with (0–31.25 mM)
poly(dA·dT)2 [(b) left] and of 1.6 mM compound 7 (X = CO) with (0–31.25 mM) poly(dA·dT)2 [(c) left]. The corresponding saturation curves are shown
on the right.

both indicating the binding of this molecule to DNA. However, in
comparison to the titration with 5, only small spectral changes
were observed, reflecting the trend observed for the thermal
denaturation assay results. Consequently, a binding constant
could not be evaluated. To verify further that this molecule
displays selectivity for AT sequences, the UV titration experiment
was repeated with poly(dA-dT)2. A larger hypochromic effect
accompanied of a bathochromic shift indicating the formation
of the complex with DNA was observed. The fact that we found
larger shifts in the presence of AT sequences is consistent with
compound 7 also displaying preferential AT sequence binding.

Since the changes in the spectra were not always readily
discernable due to overlap with the intense DNA band at 260 nm, it
was decided to subtract the spectrum of the molecule in the absence
of DNA from all other spectra (Fig. 4). This allows the evolution
of the spectrum of the DNA complexed molecule to be monitored.
Thus, in the case of compound 5, upon addition of salmon sperm
DNA to the compound solution, the bathochromic shift from 294
to 323 nm manifests as a growth in absorbance at 323 nm, the
band characteristic of the bound species (Fig. 4a). Considering
the increase in absorbance as a function of DNA concentration
we observe an initial rise (Bp/D 0–5) followed by a more
gradual growth to eventual saturation at Bp/D ! 15. Similarly,
an increase in absorption is observed in the presence of increasing
concentrations of poly(dA·dT)2 (Fig. 4b). However, in this case the
binding profile is very different, resulting in a sharp change with

saturation now occurring at the reduced Bp/D ratio of 5 and with
a notable absence in the gradual increase at high Bp/D ratios. By
comparing both UV titrations, a greater increase in the band was
observed for the AT oligonucleotide than for the unspecific DNA
indicating the preferred binding to the AT sequences.

With compound 7 (X = CO), upon addition of poly(dA·dT)2 to
the compound solution, an increase in the absorbance was also ob-
served at 325 nm (Fig. 4c), indicating binding to AT sequences. The
binding is also characterized by very rapid increases in the absorp-
tion between Bp/D = 0–4, and saturation occurs around Bp/D =
10, which is slightly lower than that observed for compound 5.

From these titrations it was possible to calculate, through
Scatchard plot analysis, the corresponding binding constants of
compounds 5 and 7 to unspecific DNA and poly(dA·dT)2 and the
results are presented in Table 2. The binding constants obtained for

Table 2 Binding constants (¥105, M-1) calculated using Scatchard plot
analysis from the UV titrations, CD and ITC experiments performed
with compounds 5 and 7 with both natural DNA and poly(dA·dT)2,
using phosphate buffer. The corresponding binding constants (¥105, M-1)
obtained with SPR in the AATT hairpin are also included for comparison

AATT Natural DNA poly(dA·dT)2

SPR UV-titrat. ITC UV-titrat. CD ITC

5 6.4 0.3 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 2.5 ±0.3 1.2 ±0.7 0.6 ±0.1
7 2.7 — 0.9 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Org. Biomol. Chem., 2010, 8, 5558–5567 | 5561
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Fig. 5 LD spectra recorded for DNA titrated with compounds 5 (a) and 7 (b) in 10 mM phosphate buffer at 25 !C. Titrations were carried out with a
DNA (blue line) concentration of 378.8 mM working with a Bp/D ratio of 0, 1 and 5; varying the Bp/D ratio from 5 to 1 over 2 additions.

compound 5 in poly(dA·dT)2 indicate a stronger binding affinity
for AT polynucleotide than the mixed sequence salmon sperm
DNA. This is a common feature in minor groove binders because
they generally require sequences of four to five AT bases to strongly
bind to DNA.

Flow Linear Dichroism

Once the strength of binding of these molecules to DNA was
established, the next question to address is the mode of binding.
Flow Linear Dichroism (LD) spectroscopy is defined as the
difference in absorbance of linearly polarized light parallel and
perpendicular to a macroscopic orientation axis.15 In this study,
we used as orientation axis that of DNA in order to probe the
mode of binding. Thus, LD spectra for compounds 5 and 7 were
monitored at increasing compound to DNA ratio (see Fig. 5).

For both compounds a notable increase in the absorbance was
observed at 310 nm where the DNA does not absorb. Positive
induced signals are indicative of minor groove binding and, hence,
LD results with unspecific DNA indicate that the asymmetric
compounds 5 and 7 with a NH or a CO group as a linker
respectively, are found to bind in the minor groove.

Circular Dichroism

Given the demonstrated affinity of these molecules for AT
DNA sequences, indicated by previous thermal denaturation
experiments,14 SPR and UV titration studies, circular dichroism
(CD) experiments were carried out. CD experiments have proved
useful to determine binding constants and can provide information
on conformational changes in the polynucleotide as well as offer an
indication on the mode of binding.16 In particular, minor groove

binders, due to their close proximity to chiral sugar molecules,
typically exhibit strong positive induced signals.17

All the asymmetric dications studied here are achiral with no
inherent CD signals; however, in the presence of DNA they may
show an induced signal. Thus, CD titrations were performed, not
only for compounds 5 and 7, but also for the other asymmetric
derivatives by increasing the compound to DNA Bp/D ratio from
22.4 to 0.56. Compounds 3 and 4 exhibited only weak induced
CD signals and were not further analysed, but those compounds
with the strongest (5 > 2 > 7 = 6 > 8) and the weakest (1)
interactions with poly(dA·dT)2 according to thermal denaturation
experiments14 exhibited induced signals. For the sake of clarity, we
will discuss here only the results obtained for compounds 5 and 7
(Fig. 6) and those obtained for the rest of the compounds can be
found in the ESI‡.

Interpretation of CD spectra in the region of DNA absorbance
is difficult due to contributions arising from both changes in DNA
conformation due to accommodating the ligand and changes in
transitions of the ligand due to the new environment. For this
reason we have focussed on the region of the spectrum >260 nm.
In the particular cases shown in Fig. 5, the maximum absorption
occurred at around 320 nm for compounds 5 and 7. In all CD
spectra registered, the longest wavelength band is always positive.
Upon increasing addition of compounds 5 and 7 to DNA a growth
in the band at 320 nm is observed corresponding to lmax.

The magnitude of the induced signal is related to the chiral
environment and, thus, intercalators, which interact far from the
chiral sugar backbone, may have a low signal yet bind very
tightly. However, molecules interacting in the minor groove will
induce a greater change in the signal, even if they actually
may have a weaker affinity. Taking this into account, it can be
observed that, in the cases studied, the strength of binding to

Fig. 6 CD spectra obtained for compounds 5 (left, NH), 7 (right, CO) titrated with poly(dA·dT)2 in a concentration of 37.5 mM varying the Bp/D ratio
from 44.8 to 1.12 through ten additions.
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Table 3 Thermodynamic parameters and binding stoichiometry calcu-
lated for compounds 5 and 7 (X = NH and CO, respectively) by ITC with
salmon sperm DNA and poly(dA·dT)2 (phosphate buffer)

Binding stoi-
chiometry DH! (kcal mol-1) DS! (cal mol-1 K-1)

DNA 5 0.15 ±0.01 -3.7 ±0.3 8
7 0.16 ±0.01 -2.1 ±0.2 16

poly(dA·dT)2 5 0.18 ±0.01 -3.0 ±0.1 12
7 0.15 ±0.01 -3.6 ±0.2 10

the AT oligonucleotide, as calculated in the thermal denaturation
experiments with poly(dA·dT)2,14 is related to the amount of
incremental growth in the induced CD signal and thus, compound
5 which is the strongest binder to DNA, according to the DTm

values, shows the largest increment. The binding constants were
calculated by Scatchard plot analysis,16b and the results are shown
in Table 2.

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)

Isothermal titrations allow direct observation of binding enthalpy
(DH!) and derivation of entropy and Ka (association constant)
from curve fitting and the free energy relationship, DG! = DH! -
TDS!. The thermodynamics of binding to DNA for compounds
5 and 7 were evaluated both in salmon sperm DNA and in
poly(dA·dT)2 (Tables 2 and 3).

In all the cases negative DH! values and positive DS! values were
obtained, indicating that the binding of both derivatives to DNA
involves favourable enthalpic and entropic contributions (Table 3).
The ITC curves for binding of compound 5 and 7 to DNA and
the corresponding molar ratio plots are shown in Fig. 7. These
plots represent heat evolved versus molar ratio for injecting each
asymmetric derivative into a DNA solution on phosphate buffer
and subtracting the heat dilution for each compound. These ITC
data were fit according to a standard model that assumes a single
set of equivalent binding sites.

The binding constant calculated for compound 5 in
poly(dA·dT)2 is larger than that calculated for the binding to
natural DNA indicating, as observed with other experiments, a
preference of this compound for a narrower groove (Table 2).
On the contrary, the binding constant obtained for compound
7 in natural DNA is slightly larger than that obtained with AT
DNA (Table 2). Similar binding constants are obtained for the
two compounds when binding AT DNA but when binding to
salmon sperm DNA it can be seen that the binding of compound

5 is weaker than that of 7 (Table 2). However, in the SPR, UV-
titrations and CD studies with AATT or poly(dA·dT)2 compound
5 always showed a stronger binding than compound 7 (Table 2),
this indicates that compound 7 binds stronger to mixed CG–AT
sequences than to AT ones alone, in agreement with the binding
to CG hairpins observed in SPR experiments. This stronger
binding of 7 to natural DNA seems to come mostly from the
entropic term (see Table 3) which is double that for the binding of
compound 5.

Computational approach

Considering all the experimental DNA binding data obtained,
we have attempted to develop a simple computational ligand-
based approach that would allow to predict the binding of these
molecules to DNA. It is well known that DTm can be used as an
indicator of the affinity between ligands and DNA. Thus, if we
were able to correlate ligand parameters depending on its binding
to the minor groove with this DTm we could estimate the affinity
of future compounds of this series.

The co-crystal structure of a related symmetric aromatic bis-2-
aminoimidazolinium18 within the DNA minor groove has been
recently determined by Glass et al.19 They suggested that the
interaction of this compound with DNA induces a conformational
change in the ligand, which when bound in the DNA groove is
much less twisted than when isolated. Thus, we have calculated
the difference in energy between the optimized conformationally-
free molecules (twisted) and the conformationally-restricted ones
(closer to planarity, as in the co-crystal structure) for com-
pounds 1 to 8, i.e. their conformational penalty of binding
(DEconf.-penalty in Table 4). An example of the restricted and
free conformations determined for compound 5 is shown in
Fig. 8.

The binding of a ligand to DNA can be calculated from
its experimental binding constant by using the formula: DG =
-RTlnK. Considering that in the SPR experiments the best binding
of these compounds was to the AATT hairpin, we have calculated
DGK-AATT from those experimental KAATT values (Table 1) and
the results are shown in Table 4. Hence, assuming that the
DTm, is a function of both energetic contributions and using
the experimentally measured DTm (Table 1), the conformational
penalty calculated at DFT level (DEconf.-penalty) and the binding
energy contribution (DGK-AATT), we found that

DTm = -5.01 ± 0.38(DGK-AATT) + 1.49 ± 0.45(DEconf.-penalty);
R2 = 0.99, SD = 2.91

(1)

Table 4 Energy difference (DEconf.-penalty, kcal mol-1) between the conformationally free and restricted conformers of compounds 1–8 calculated at
B3LYP/6 - 31+G(d,p) level; DGK-AATT binding energies (kcal mol-1) calculated from the SPR binding constants KAATT; binding energies (kcal mol-1)
obtained from the docking of these compounds in a DNA model using ArgusLab (GAD-E20) and AutoDock (AutoD-E21); experimental DTm (!C) values
obtained for these compounds with poly(dA)·poly(dT) in MES buffer; and calculated DTm (!C) values with eqn (1), (2) and (3)

DEconf.-penalty DGK-AATT GAD-E AutoD-E Exp. DTm eqn(1) DTm eqn(2) DTm eqn(3) DTm

1 -9.0 -6.4 -4.9 -5.9 17.2 18.6 22.4 18.3
2 -5.0 -7.5 -5.0 -7.2 29.0 30.1 28.4 33.0
3 -6.7 -7.7 -4.9 -7.4 25.3 28.6 25.4 31.2
4 -7.6 -6.9 -4.9 -6.2 23.0 23.2 24.2 22.5
5 -5.3 -7.9 -5.2 -6.5 35.1 31.7 29.4 28.4
6 -3.0 -7.2 -5.2 -6.4 31.1 31.6 32.4 32.0
7 -6.5 -7.4 -5.0 -6.7 32.0 27.4 26.4 27.4
8 -2.2 -7.0 -5.3 -5.6 30.0 31.8 34.2 28.7

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Org. Biomol. Chem., 2010, 8, 5558–5567 | 5563
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Fig. 7 ITC results obtained for the asymmetric compound 5 (X = NH, upper) in (a) salmon sperm DNA and (b) poly(dA·dT)2 and compound 7 (X =
CO, bottom) in (c) salmon sperm DNA and (d) poly(dA·dT)2. These plots show corrected experimental data and the experiments were done in phosphate
buffer at 25 !C.

Fig. 8 An example of the twisted (left) and planar (right) conformations
calculated for compound 5 at B3LYP/6 - 31+G(d,p) level.

The lack of intercept indicates that when there is no binding
(DGK-AATT = DEconf.-penalty = 0), there is no change in the DNA melting
(DTm = 0). Using eqn (1), fitted DTm were calculated (see Table 4)
showing very good agreement with the experimental values, i.e.
small residuals.

However, for a quick assessment of the potential binding of
new ligands from this series before synthesising them, a simpler
theoretical approximation to the energy of binding should be
made. Hence, we have performed very simple docking studies with
the DNA template from the co-crystal recently published19 and
the restricted planar ligand structures. The GADock algorithm
implemented in the ArgusLab package was used in a rigid-rigid
approach and the binding energy (GAD-E in Table 4) calculated
using the scoring function “Ascore”.20 Then, this energy value
and the conformational penalty were correlated to DTm (Table 1),
finding the following correlation:

DTm = -7.00 ± 0.80(GAD-E) + 1.32 ± 0.67 (DEconf.-penalty);
R2 = 0.98, SD = 4.32

(2)

The fitted DTm values using eqn (2) are shown in Table 4.
Other docking approaches were explored (see ESI‡), in particular
a ligand-flexible docking was performed with AutoDock 4.2,21
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and the binding scoring values obtained (AutoD-E, see Table 4)
allowed the following correlation:

DTm = -5.87 ± 0.71 (AutoD-E) + 1.79 ± 0.75 (DEconf.-penalty);
R2 = 0.97, SD = 4.49

(3)

Even though, in both simple docking approaches the agreement
with the experimental DTm values is worse than using eqn (1),
it seems that a general trend can be obtained with very simple
calculations such as those in the ArgusLab and AutoDock 4.2
packages.

Conclusions

In previous work, the synthesis and experimental DTm of a family
of asymmetric guanidinium/2-aminoimidazolinium derivatives
were reported showing that these compounds bind to DNA and
some of them very strongly. Here, further SPR experiments have
been performed on these molecules confirming their DNA bind-
ing. Following, the interesting results obtained for compounds 5
(X = NH) and 7 (X = CO), additional analysis of their interaction
with both natural DNA and poly(dA-dT)2 have been carried out by
means of UV-titrations, CD, LD and ITC. In all these experiments
the results obtained confirm strong binding to both natural and
AT DNA (constants of the order of 105, see Table 2). The
thermodynamic parameters resulting from the ITC experiments
(negative enthalpies and positive entropies, see Table 3) confirm
this strong and favourable interaction.

Moreover, the positive CD signals upon binding to DNA are
consistent with these compounds interacting in the minor groove.
This point was fully confirmed by means of LD experiments, which
unequivocally show minor groove binding by means of positive
LD induced signals for the DNA complexes. All the experiments
performed show a binding site at a Bp/D ratio of 4, indicating
that only one molecule seems to interact in each minor groove.

The binding constants obtained for compound 5 (X = NH) and
7 (X = CO) with poly(dA·dT)2 by means of UV-titration, CD
and ITC indicate that compound 5 interacts with poly(dA·dT)2

slightly stronger than compound 7. Compound 5 was also the
strongest binder in the SPR experiments with the AATT oligomer
site that is most closely related to the AT polymer. A preference
for narrow grooves (AT sequences) is observed for compound 5
while compound 7 seems to bind preferentially to mixed CG–AT
sequences.

According to SPR experiments, compound 7 has slightly higher
binding affinities to TTAA or CG hairpins (wider minor grooves)
than to AATT suggesting that this compound may prefer a
wider minor groove width. The energetic cost to constrain this
compound in a more planar conformation is generally high and
this may affect the binding specificity. This result is surprising
since, even though binding to CG DNA is generally associated
with intercalation, this compound had shown a good affinity for
the minor groove of DNA in all other experiments (especially
LD). In principle, one could think that the C O group could
be conjugated to the phenyl rings and that this system might
intercalate between DNA base pairs. However, the computational
studies for this compound show that it is not planar and the ener-
getic penalty to achieve planarity is similar to that of compound
5 (X = NH) which is a clear minor groove binder. Thus, this
compound shows no special planarity that could account for an

intercalator interaction. Moreover, specific UV-titration and LD
experiments were carried out with compound 7 and poly(dC·dG)2

but no binding was observed, allowing the possibility of DNA
intercalation to be discarded. It is well known that lexitropsins,
which are compounds related to netropsin and also minor groove
binders, exhibit a preference for CG base pairs. To explain this
preference the formation of a hydrogen bond with the NH2 group
of guanine, which protrudes into the minor groove, was suggested
and later proved by means of DNA footprinting.22 Perhaps this
interaction with the guanine NH2 group is also responsible for the
CG affinity observed for the minor groove binder compound 7.
Further studies are required to explain this unusual minor groove
selectivity.

Experimental

Compounds, DNA and Buffers

All compounds were synthesised in our laboratory as previously
described.14 Salmon sperm DNA and poly(dA·dT)2 were pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich. Phosphate buffer solutions contained
10 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 adjusted to pH 7 were prepared using
Millipore water.

Biosensor–Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

Biosensor–SPR experiments were conducted as previously
described23 with a BIAcore 2000 instrument (Biacore AB) using
degassed MES buffer (10 mM 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic
acid, 1 mM EDTA, 92 mM NaCl, 0.0005%v/v of surfactant
P20, pH 6.25) at 25 !C. The 5¢-biotinlabeled DNA hairpins
were purchased from Midland Certified Reagent Co., Inc.
(Midland, TX), with HPLC purification. The DNA hairpin
sequences included 5¢biotin-CGAATTCGTCTCCGAATTCG-
3¢, 5¢biotin-CGTTAACGTCTCCGTTAACG-3¢, and 5¢biotin-
CGCGCGCGTTTTCGCGCGCG-3¢, referred to in the text as
AATT, TTAA, and CG respectively. The DNA hairpins were
immobilized on a streptavidin-derivatized gold chip (SA chip from
BIAcore) by manual injection of a 25 nM hairpin DNA solution
with a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 until the response units (RUs)
reach about 375–415. Flow cell 1 was left blank for reference
subtraction while flow cells 2, 3, and 4 were immobilized with
three different DNA hairpins. Typically, a series of different
concentrations of ligand was injected onto the chip at 25 !C
with a flow rate of 20 mL min-1 for a period of 5-minute followed
by 5-minute dissociation. After the dissociation process, the chip
surface was regenerated with a 20-mL injection of 200 mM
NaCl and 10mM NaOH solution, injection tube rinsing, and
multiple 1-minute buffer injections. The observed steady-state
responses, RUobs, are proportional to the amount of ligand
bound, and the maximum response per ligand bound (RUmax) was
calculated as previously described.23 The binding constants were
obtained from fitting RUobs vs. free ligand concentration using
RUobs = RUmax(K1L+2 K1K2L2)/(1+K1L+K1K2L2); (L = ligand
concentrations in the flow solution).

UV-Visible Spectroscopy

All UV-visible absorbance measurements were conducted on a
Cary 300 UV spectrophotometer. A quartz cell with a 1 cm
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path length was used for all absorbance studies. Compound stock
solutions were 6.67 mM and contained 10 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7). The DNA at increasing ratios was then titrated into
the compound solution and the corresponding absorption spectra
were recorded under the same conditions. All concentrations
were determined using the appropriate extinction coefficients.
Subtraction plots of the UV titration of each compound with
increasing aliquots of salmon sperm DNA or poly(dA·dT)2 were
obtained.

Flow Linear Dichroism (LD)

LD spectra were collected with a JASCO J-810 spectrometer at
different ratios of compound to salmon sperm DNA at 25 !C in
10 mM phosphate buffer. Each flow LD spectrum was acquired
from 200 nm to 400 nm and reflects the average of two scans.
A Couette flow cell was used for sample orientation for all LD
studies. The DNA solutions were 189 mM with a compound to
DNA base pair ratio of 2 to 10.

Circular Dichroism (CD)

CD spectra were collected with a JASCO J-800 spectrometer at
different ratios of compound to [poly(dA·dT)2 was used] at 25 !C
in 10 mM phosphate buffer. Titrations were carried out by addition
of aliquots of 0.5 mM stock solutions of the relevant compound
(at increasing ratios) to the buffered DNA concentration solution
in a 1 cm quartz cuvette and scanned over a desired wavelength
range.

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)

ITC experiments were performed using a MicroCal VP-ITC
instrument (MicroCal Inc., Northampton, MA) interfaced with
a computer equipped with VP-2000 viewer instrument control
software. ITC data were analysed with Origin 7.0 software. In
ITC experiments, 1.5 mL of 2.48 mM compound solution in
10 mM phosphate buffer were injected every 300 s for a total
of 29 injections into a solution of DNA in the calorimeter cell at
2 mM. The observed heat for each injection (peak) was measured
by area integration of the power peak with respect to time. ITC
data were fit according to a standard model that assumes a single
set of equivalent binding sites.

Computational methods

Molecular structures were optimized with Density Functional
Theory (DFT) as implemented in the Gaussian03 package24 at
the B3LYP/6 - 31+G(d,p) level of computation, using the crystal
structure of a known derivative25 as template for the starting
conformation. Frequency calculations were performed to ensure
all structures corresponded to energetic minima. Two calculations
were carried out for each molecule: (i) an optimization without
geometrical constraints and (ii) an optimization using the angle
constraints shown by the ligand within the co-crystallized DNA
complex published by Glass et al.19 as indicated in Fig. 9 for
one of our compounds. The difference in energy between these
two calculations (DEconf.-pen.), i.e. the energy difference between
the unbound conformation (non-planar and calculated minimum
energy conformer) and the bound one (constrained to planarity),

Fig. 9 Dihedral constraints used in the optimization of our derivatives as
per the crystal structure published by Glass et al.19

represents the energetic penalty for assuming the bound confor-
mation and can be considered as the ligand conformational penalty
of binding.

Utilizing the previously mentioned DNA-ligand co-crystal
structure as a template, docking calculations were performed using
the GAdock algorithm as implemented in ArgusLab20 (rigid–
rigid) and AutoDock 4.221 (rigid–rigid & flexible–rigid). Docking
procedures started from a rigid ligand in the bound conformation
within the DNA co-crystal structure. Docking was run over
2000 generations to find the best pose. Taking into account that
two possible induced-chirality structures exist, binding energies
of both approximations were calculated and the average energy
was used as the final result. The docking energy represents the
approximate energy of binding.
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